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                            Select your business type (optional)
Cafe
Garden Centre
Hairdresser/Beauty Salon
Holiday Park
Hotel
Nightclubs
Public Sector
Pubs & Bars
Restaurants
Retail
Stadiums/Festivals
Takeaways
Universities
Other
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Sectors

Hospitality


Cafés
Nightclubs
Pubs & Bars
Restaurants
Stadiums & Festivals
Takeaways






Products & Services

Complete EPoS SystemEPoS Software


Eposbuddy Kiosk


Stock management
Online Reservations



Click and Collect
Kitchen Management System
Sales Analytics
Digital Order Taking


Digital Signage





Epos Systems
Eposbuddy App
Influencer Hero
Blog


Enquire NowLogin




Complete EPoS System
Complete EPoS till systems made by hospitality
Call 01179632200
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Enquire now
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Complete Epos Systems from
£
9
/week
*billed monthly, exc VAT









EPoS Software




EPoS Hardware




Sales Analytics





Training & Support




Data Protection




Payment Integration



Book a demo!
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Call us now!
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TouchPoint EPoS Software by ICRTouch
The perfect EPoS solution for your business with our flagship software, TouchPoint. Developed over two decades, it delivers effortless functionality tailored to your needs. 

Enhance efficiency and productivity in hospitality, retail, or venue and events industries with its robust and reliable performance. Trusted by over 150,000 installations in the UK, the latest version of TouchPoint offers enhanced features and flexibility. 

Benefit from annual updates that keep your system invaluable, adapting to evolving consumer and business demands.
Read more about our EPoS Software
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EPoS Hardware by Eposbuddy
Looking for reliable and efficient EPoS hardware for your business? Eposbuddy has you covered with our comprehensive bundle deal. 
Our EPoS hardware includes:

Till screen: 
A sleek and user-friendly touch screen for seamless transactions. Payment Integration (optional): 
Seamlessly integrate payment solutions to streamline your checkout process.
Read more about our EPoS Hardware
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Sales Analytics with TouchOffice Web
Gain real-time business insight with TouchOffice Web.
Control stock, staff, menus, pricing, sales, and historical data from any device. Experience intuitive analytics, track performance across channels. Access pre-programmed reports and react to real-time sales data. Manage multiple sites and make informed decisions for your business.

Read more about Sales Analytics
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Request more information!

Enquire now







Training & Support by Eposbuddy
A support plan means you never have to worry. With access to Eposbuddy's online support community and our remote engineers you will never need to worry about your system going down. Our continuous training will keep you up to date as things move on.
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Data Protection
Zensecure will project your system securely across 2 data centers in the UK. This secure system allows only you to have access to your data and allows us to restore your EPoS system within minutes in case of failures or recover all your data should your EPoS till break beyond repair.




Payment Integration
Free set up and low monthly fees depending on the terminals you choose (integrated or mobile). Let us put you together with our chosen partner for a no obligation quote and see if we can beat your current provider.
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Frequently asked questions

What is a Complete EPoS System, and how does it differ from standalone EPoS components?
[image: ]
A Complete EPoS System integrates EPoS software and hardware into a unified solution, offering enhanced functionality, compatibility, and scalability compared to standalone components. This cohesive approach streamlines operations, from transactions to inventory management, reducing errors and enhancing customer experiences. 
Additionally, a full EPoS system provides comprehensive support and maintenance, ensuring smooth system operation. Unlike standalone components that may lack integration and scalability, a Complete EPoS System equips businesses with a powerful tool for efficient and holistic point-of-sale operations.



How does a complete EPoS system benefit my business operations?
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TouchPoint EPoS software revolutionises your business operations by providing an effortless and tailored solution. With over two decades of development, it delivers seamless functionality to meet the unique needs of your industry, be it hospitality, restaurants ,retail, or venue and events.
By incorporating TouchPoint, you can enhance efficiency, boost productivity, and ensure a robust and reliable performance that adapts to your evolving business demands.




What are the advantages of using a Complete EPoS Till System over a traditional cash register?
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A Complete EPoS Till System offers several advantages over a traditional cash register. Firstly, it provides advanced functionality beyond simple cash handling, including real-time inventory tracking, sales analytics, and customer management. This empowers businesses to make data-driven decisions and optimise operations. 

Additionally, EPoS systems reduce human errors, enhance transaction speed, and offer greater payment flexibility, accommodating various payment methods. They also facilitate seamless integration with other business tools like accounting software. 

Lastly, Complete EPoS Till Systems are scalable and can adapt to growing business needs, making them a cost-effective long-term investment compared to traditional cash registers.



How can TouchOffice Web empower my business decisions?
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A Hospitality Epos system offers features like seamless tableside ordering, real-time reporting, integrated payment methods, and automated stock management, all finely tuned to meet the unique demands of the hospitality sector.



What kind of support does Eposbuddy offer for my full EPoS system?
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At Eposbuddy, we believe that ongoing support is essential for the smooth functioning of your EPoS system. Our comprehensive support plan ensures that you never have to worry about system issues. By choosing Eposbuddy, you gain access to our online support community, where you can connect with experts and fellow users to seek guidance and share insights. Additionally, our dedicated team of remote engineers is always available to assist you promptly, providing technical assistance and resolving any concerns that may arise. With continuous training programs, we keep you updated on the latest advancements, ensuring that you optimise the potential of your EPoS system to the fullest.



How does TouchPoint full EPoS system cater to the specific needs and requirements of different industries, such as hospitality, retail, and venue management?
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Our Full EPoS system is designed to be versatile and adaptable, making it suitable for various industries, including hospitality, retail, and venue management. The software is customisable and can be tailored to meet the unique requirements and workflows of each sector. 
In the hospitality industry, TouchPoint can handle table service, takeaway, and delivery orders efficiently, helping streamline order processing and reduce waiting times. It can manage complex menus, modifiers, and special offers, making it ideal for restaurants, bars, cafes, and quick-service establishments. 
For retail businesses, TouchPoint can manage inventory, handle barcode scanning, and process various payment methods, providing a seamless checkout experience for customers. It also offers features like loyalty programs and customer relationship management (CRM) tools to enhance customer engagement and retention.
In the venue and events management sector, TouchPoint can handle ticketing and access control, enabling smooth entry management for events and attractions. Additionally, it can provide real-time sales and attendance data, helping event organizers make informed decisions and improve overall event operations. The system's flexibility allows it to integrate with other software solutions and third-party applications, enabling businesses to create a cohesive ecosystem that suits their specific needs.






Complete EPoS SystemEpos HardwareEPoS Software



Mobile Stock Management
Online Reservations
Kitchen Order Management System
Digital Signage
Click & Collect for Venues
Self-Service Kiosk
EPoS Data With TouchOffice Web
Handheld PoS System





[image: ]Eposbuddy, unlike any other EPOS company.
Get In Touch
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Products
Our Famous AppInfluencer HeroEpos SystemsKiosks
Services
EPoS Software
Mobile Stock Management
Online Reservations
Kitchen Order Management System
Digital Signage



Sectors
Pubs & Bars
Nightclubs
Cafés
Restaurants
Takeaways
Stadiums & Festivals



Contact
Great Western Lane, Barton Hill,
Bristol, BS5 9RD
0117 963 2200
sales@eposbuddy.com
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